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Euclidean counterparts of Lorentzian solutions play an important role in Euclidean Quan-
tum Gravity [8, 10]. It appears therefore of interest to nd Euclidean versions of key
Lorentzian solutions.
As such, Kerr-Newman solutions have a unique position in view of their uniqueness
properties. The associated solutions with positive cosmological constant, discovered by
Demianski and Plebanski [18] and, independently, by Carter [2], are similarly expected
to be unique under natural conditions. Surprisingly enough, their compact Euclidean
counterparts do not seem to have been explored in the literature. The object of this paper
is to ll this gap.
More precisely, we construct two new families of compact Riemannian four-dimensional
manifolds satisfying the Einstein-Maxwell equations with a positive cosmological constant.
The solutions are obtained by complex substitutions in the Kerr-Newman de Sitter metric.
The requirement of smoothness and compactness of the underlying manifold leads to a
quantisation condition on the mass and charge parameters of the associated Lorentzian
manifold. We thus obtain our rst family of metrics, on S2- and RP2-bundles over S2,
parameterised by two integers (n1; n2). The second family is parameterised by a single
integer n 2 N and is obtained by passing to a limit a la Page in the Euclidean Kerr-Newman
de Sitter metrics. We determine several physical parameters associated with the Lorentzian
equivalents of the solutions and study their asymptotics as one, or both, parameters tend to
innity. We calculate the associated Euclidean actions, which determine the contribution
of our instantons to the Euclidean path integral in a saddle point approximation, as well
as horizon entropies and temperatures.
Our Riemannian solutions (4M; g) have a clear quantum relevance. On a more mun-
dane level, since the Maxwell energy-momentum tensor has vanishing trace, the metrics we
have constructed provide time-symmetric initial data for the 4 + 1 vacuum Einstein equa-
tions with a positive cosmological constant, or for Einstein equations with matter (e.g.,
dust) having constant density on the initial data surface 4M . Indeed, the four-dimensional
Euclidean Einstein-Maxwell equations imply that the four-dimensional Riemannian metric
g has constant positive scalar curvature. Therefore the initial data set (4M; g;K = 0)
satises the 4 + 1 vacuum time-symmetric constraint equations with a positive cosmolog-
ical constant, or 4 + 1 time-symmetric constraint equations with dust which has constant
density, or with a constant scalar eld, or with a mixture of the above.
The solutions in our rst family are uniquely parameterized by the already mentioned
quantum numbers (n1; n2) 2 N2, 1  n2 < n1, and the value of the cosmological constant
. It might be viewed as amusing, and perhaps not entirely unexpected, that after inserting
the experimentally determined value of , the masses of all Lorentzian solutions associated
with our Euclidean ones are of the same order as some standard current estimates, based
on the FLRW model, for the total mass of the visible universe.
The quantum numbers (n1; n2), resulting from the requirement of regularity of the
Riemannian manifold, lead to a quantisation of the mass, the angular momentum, and the

















We show that the requirement of a well-dened test Dirac eld with charge q0 on the
Riemannian manifold introduces two further quantum numbers (n^1; n^2), and a further
quantisation of e, p and q0.
2 The elds
The Kerr-Newman-de Sitter (KNdS) metric is a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations,
R   1
2
gR+ g = 8T ; dF = 0 ; d ? F = 0 ; (2.1)






























r(dt  a sin2()d')2 ; (2.3)
where, setting  = =3,
 = r2   a2 cos2() ; r = (r2   a2)
 
1  r2  2Mr + p2   e2 ; (2.4)
 = 1  a2 cos2() ;  = 1  a2 : (2.5)












  a dt  (r2   a2)d' ; 2 = 1

  dt+ a sin2()d' : (2.7)
Now, each metric (2.3) is determined uniquely by the parameters a, M , and the com-
bination
p2e := p
2   e2 : (2.8)
of the magnetic charge parameter p and the electric charge parameter e. The notation
in (2.8) might appear to be misleading, because the right-hand side of this equation could
be negative. However, it turns out to be mostly appropriate, in that we have not found
1In geometric considerations below it is convenient to scale the objects involved so that all coordinates,
as well as a, M , e, p and  are unitless. When translating back to SI units in the Lorentzian metric, it is
useful to observe that r=r
2 has no dimensions. Thus, if r is instead measured in meters then r2, which
is one of the summands of r=r

















any non-singular solutions with p2  e2 using our procedure below except in the Page limit
discussed in appendix F.
We emphasise that any pairs (e; p) satisfying (2.8) are allowed. When transforming
back to the Lorentzian regime, there is no ambiguity in determining the parameters M and
a characterising the Lorentzian solution, which remain unchanged. On the other hand, if
we denote by pL and eL the parameters characterising the Maxwell eld on the Lorentzian




2 + e2 (2.9)
are compatible with the Einstein-Maxwell equations for the Lorentzian metric. The ques-
tion thus arises whether, given a set (a;M; e; p) arising from a Riemannian metric, there is
a preferred choice of pL and eL.
A natural choice is
pL = p ; eL = e : (2.10)
The condition p2e > 0 and (2.8) imply that the simplest choice pL = 0 in (2.10) is not
possible, except in the Page limit. The next simplest choice, eL = 0, leads then to purely
magnetic solutions with a quantised magnetic charge. We emphasise that our quantisation
mechanism of magnetic charge has nothing to do with the Dirac one, see section 7 below.
Whether or not (2.10) is the right choice appears to be a matter of debate, see [6, 11].
An alternative would be to decree that the Lorentzian solutions with pL = 0 and eL 6= 0




  F = @A^   @A^ ; (2.11)




L (compare [6]). This
choice leads to a quantisation of electric charge.
It might be of interest to note that planar Lorentz transformations of (p; e) preserve p2e,
and can be thought of as the Euclidean counterparts of the usual duality transformations
of the Maxwell eld, which instead act as rotations of the (p; e) plane.
In any case, we wish to nd ranges of parameters so that (2.3) is a Riemannian metric
on a closed manifold M . This leads to the following obvious restrictions:
First, compactness requires ' and t to be periodic, with a period which needs to be
determined.
Further, compactness of M requires a range of the variable r, bounded by two rst-







> 0 8r 2 (r1; r2);  2 (0; ): (2.12)
2One can likewise enquire about existence of compact Euclidean solutions with   0. One easily checks
that for   0 the function r has no maxima in the range of parameters of interest, and therefore no

















Equations (2.4) and (2.5) show that  and  are positive on the equatorial plane, and we
conclude that
r > 0 ;  > 0 and  > 0 8r 2 (r1; r2);  2 (0; ) : (2.13)
Now, if r1r2  0, then 0 2 [r1; r2], and since jr=0 < 0 this case will not lead to a regular
Riemannian metric. Changing r to its negative, it remains to consider the case where
0 < r1 < r2. Positivity of  leads then to r1 > jaj, and positivity of  imposes the
restriction  1 > a2. Summarising:
0 < jaj < r1 < r2 ; a2 <  1 ; rj(r1;r2) > 0 : (2.14)
Given a Euclidean metric as above with e = 0, the corresponding Lorentzian metric
with the same real values of , M , a, e = 0, and p will be called a partner solution. Note
that the locations ri of the horizons of the partner solution will not coincide with the
locations ri of the rotation axes of the associated Euclidean solutions; similarly for areas,
surface gravities, etc.
3 Regularity at the rotation axes










i(r   ri)11;i(r   ri) ; (3.1)
with 1 = 1, 2 =  1, and
i :=
0rjr=ri 6= 0 ; i = 1; 2 ; (3.2)
and with functions 11;i which are smooth near the origin and satisfy 11;i(0) = 1. The
function 1 will serve as a coordinate replacing r for r 2 [r1; r2), while 2 will replace r for
r 2 (r1; r2]. Inverting, it follows that











with functions 12, 13 which are smooth near the origin, with 12(0) = 1 = 13(0).
In order to make sure that the metric is regular near the intersection of the axes
fsin  = 0g with the axes fr = 0g, near  = 0 and for r 2 [r1; r2) we use a coordinate
system (1; t1; ; 1), with t = !1t1 and ' dened through the formula
d' := 1d1 +
a
a2   r21
dt  1d1 + a!1
a2   r21
dt1 ; (3.4)
for some constants 1; !1 2 R which will be determined shortly by requiring 2-periodicity
of t1 and 1. In (3.4) the coecient in front of dt has been chosen so that gttj1=0 = 0. In


























a2   r22 + a2r sin2() sin2()d21


























for some smooth functions 14 and F , with 14(0; y) = 1. As is well known, when (1; t1)
are viewed as polar coordinates around 1 = 0, the one form 
2





1 are smooth. Similarly when (; 1) are polar coordinates around  = 0, the
one form sin2()d1 and the quadratic form d
2 + sin()2d21 are smooth. It is then easily















2(r2   a2 cos2())2

=0
= 1 ; (3.6)
implies smoothness both of the sum of the diagonal terms of the metric g and of the
o-diagonal term gt11dt1d1 on
f(r; t1; ; 1) 2 [r1; r2) S1  [0; ) S1g :








; 1 = 1 : (3.7)
The above calculations remain valid without changes near  = . It is, however,
convenient, to use a dierent symbol for the resulting polar coordinates: when  2 (0; ]
we will use t^1 and ^1 for the relevant angular coordinates, and !^1, ^1 for the corresponding
coecients. Thus, for  2 (0; ]:





!^1 = ! ; ^1 = 1 : (3.9)
Identical considerations for r 2 (r1; r2], using coordinate systems (2; t2 = t! 12 ; ; 2)
for  2 [0; ) and (2; t^2 = t!^ 12 ; ; ^2) for  2 (0; ], with
d' = 2d2 +
a!2
a2   r22













; 2 ; ^2 2 f1g : (3.11)
In an overlap region where both t and t1 are coordinates, the equation t = !1t1 implies
that t must be exactly 2j!1j-periodic. Similarly, in any overlap region where both t and
t2 are dened and are coordinates, t must be exactly 2j!2j-periodic. A similar argument
applies to t^i. So, the periodicity requirements of ti and t^i lead to

























Figure 1. Solutions with a = 0 scaled to  = 1. The uppermost curve is a plot of r2, the middle
one that of r1, the lowest curve is a plot of the mass parameter M .
3.1 a = 0













The coordinate 1 can be written explicitly in terms of elliptic integrals, which is not very
enlightening.
After scaling to  = 1, the periodicity conditions (3.12) are veried by a one-parameter
family of solutions parameterized by a continuous parameter p2e 2 [0; 1=16), see gure 1.
These solutions will not be discussed any further.
3.2 a 6= 0: the quantisation conditions
When a 6= 0, without loss of generality, replacing t and/or ' by their negatives if necessary,
we require
a > 0 ; !1 = ! > 0 : (3.14)
To avoid ambiguities: except for the analysis of the Page limit in appendix F, in what
follows we will assume that (r; t; ; ') form a smooth coordinate system away from the
rotation axes, with t and ' periodic.
Increasing 1 from zero to 2 with (1; t1; ) xed takes one back to the starting point.
Equations (3.4) and (3.7) show that ' changes by 2, and therefore the minimal period
of ' must be 2=k for some k 2 N. But then, increasing ' from zero to 2=k with (r; t; )
xed takes one to the same place. This results in an increase of 1 by 2=k, which implies
that k = 1. Hence, ' is exactly 2-periodic.
Now, increasing t1 from zero to 2 with '1 xed again takes one to the same place.
This implies that ' must have changed by an integer multiple of 2.






















Let us check that the Maxwell elds, dened as dA away from all axes of rotation, extend
by continuity to smooth elds once the above constraints have been imposed. This can be
done by inspection of the Maxwell potentials (2.6) (which, incidentally, are not regular at
the rotation axes).
We start with an analysis of the p-contribution to A which, using (3.4) and its equiv-






















a(r2   r2i )
r2i   a2


















where the index i on ri, i and i takes the values i 2 f1; 2g. More precisely, the un-
derbraced term in the last line of (3.16) is smooth away from r = r2 when i = 1, and




di =   ip (cos()  1)

di| {z }






which shows smoothness of the p-contribution to F = dA near  = 0.


















which are well-dened and smooth away from all axes of rotation, extend by continuity
across  = 0 and r = ri to smooth covector elds.
An identical calculation near the axis cos  =  1, with i replaced by ^i, shows that
the oending term can be rewritten as
  ip cos()

d^i =   ip (cos() + 1)

d^i| {z }






































































r2i   a2 cos2()
r2   a2 cos2() 
r












r2   a2 cos2()

r











(a2   r2i )
dt  r
2   r2i
r2   a2 cos2() 
r




r2   a2 cos2()di

| {z }
smooth near r = ri
+
eri




This nishes the proof of smoothness of F .
Note that (3.21) shows that e r 2= extends smoothly across both  = 0 and  = 
without further due as long as one stays away from the axes r 2 fr1; r2g.
4 Topology
The results of section 3 can be summarised as follows: imposing 2-periodicity of t1, t^1,
t2, t^2 '1, '^1, '2 and '^2, together with !1 = !, and !^1 ; !2 ; !^2 2 f!g, as well as 1,










dt1 = d' = 2d2  a!r22 a2dt2 ; (4.2)
similarly for the hatted ones, provide polar coordinates on the following four distinct co-
ordinate patches, each containing exactly one intersection of the axes of rotation fr =
0g \ fsin() = 0g in their centers:

r1;0 := [r1; r2)1  S1t1  [0; )  S11  D2(1;t1) D2(;1) ; (4.3)

r2;0 := (r1; r2]2  S1t2  [0; )  S12  D2(2;t2) D2(;2) ; (4.4)


















Here \" means \dieomorphic to", and D2(1;t1) denotes an open disc D2  R2 coordi-
natised by polar coordinates (1; t1) while S
1
t2 denotes a circle S
1 coordinatised by t2, etc.


















The question then arises, in how many ways can one glue the sets above to obtain
smooth closed manifolds. We point out some possible constructions here. While we suspect
that these are all possibilities, we have not made in-depth attempts to analyse whether or
not the list below is exhaustive.3 Note that oriented manifolds are obtained if and only if
!2 = 12!.
1. We can glue 
r1;0 with 
r1; by identifying for  2 (0; ) the points (1; t1; ; '1) with
(1; t^1; ; '^1); similarly for 
r2;0 and 
r2;. This corresponds to the choice 1 = 2,
and leads to the manifolds
b
+1 := [r1; r2)1  S1t1  [0; ]  S11  D2(1;t1)  S2(;1) ;
as well as
b
+2 := (r1; r2]2  S1t2  [0; ]  S12  D2(2;t2)  S2(;2) ;
where S2 denotes a two-dimensional sphere.
Since the map  !     is an isometry, a second possibility in the same spirit is to
identify for  2 (0; ) the points (1; t1; ; '1) with (1; t^1;    ; '^1 + ). This leads
to RP2 bundles over D2(1;t1) and D
2
(2;t2)
, which are not orientable.
2. Let us set
 := !2=!1 2 f1g ) dt1 = dt2 : (4.7)
Consider the manifolds b
+i , i = 1; 2. Both are trivial S2 bundles over the open disc
D2. Near the boundary of D2, for each t2 the corresponding sphere at t1 is obtained
by rotating S2 around the z-axis by an angle 1(n2   n1)t2:
1d1 + n1dt1 = 2d2 + n2dt2 =) 1 = 122 + 1(n2   n1)t2 + c ; (4.8)
for some constant c. So, as we circle around the boundary of D2, the sphere S2 is
rotated by a total angle 21(n2  n1) during each revolution. The end manifold is
a non-trivial sphere bundle over S2 when n2   n1 is odd.
A similar construction applies to the RP2 bundles above.




















= (1)max   2 ; (4.9)
and suppose that the map
(1 = ; t1 = s) 7! (1 = (1)max   ; t1 = s+ )
3The solutions we construct are U(1)  U(1)-symmetric, and the results in [15] are relevant in this


















is an isometry. This, however, occurs for the metrics considered here only in the
Page limit, and is therefore only relevant to appendix F. Then the identication of
(1; t1; ; 1) with
(2 = (1)max   1; t^2 = t1 + ;    ; n(1 + ))
leads to a smooth compact manifold.
5 The solutions
The question then arises to nd values of (M;p2e; a) so that
!1 = !2 ;  2 f1g ; a!1
r21   a2
= n1 2 N ; aj!2j
r22   a2
= n2 2 N : (5.1)





=  1 ; 0r(r1)n1 = 2a ;  0r(r2)n2 = 2a : (5.2)
In addition we need to fulll r(ri) = 0, leading to the system of polynomial equations for
(r1; r2; n1; n2; a;M; p
2
e).
r(r1) = 0 ; (5.3)
r(r2) = 0 ; (5.4)
0r(r1)n1   2a = 0 ; (5.5)
 0r(r2)n2   2a = 0 ; (5.6)
(r21   a2)n1   (r22   a2)n2 = 0 : (5.7)
Note that n1 > n2  1 in view of (5.7). Moreover the solutions have to satisfy the
constraints
i) M 2 R, a > 0, p2e 2 R;
ii) n1; n2 2 N;
iii) 0 < r1 < r2, jaj < jr1j and a2 <  1.
We note that we also need 8r 2 (r1; r2) : r(r) > 0, but this follows from the fact that
0r(r1) is positive by (5.5) and 0r(r2) is negative by (5.6).
We also note that equations (5.3){(5.7) involve neither  nor the i's as in (4.7){(4.8),
which can thus be arbitrarily chosen once a solution has been found.
Our strategy is to prescribe  2 R+, n1; n2 2 N so that (5.3){(5.7) become a system
of ve polynomials in the variables (r1; r2; p
2
e;M; a). We use Mathematica to compute a
Grobner basis of the system. This provides a simpler equivalent system to solve. It turns


















jqphysj (2; 1) 0.2511
Mphys (1; 1) 0.2036
jJphysj (2; 1) 0.01392






Mphys (100; 90) 0.2548
jJphysj (1;1) 19  0:111
S (1; n2) 1
Table 1. Left table: minimal values of the eective physical Lorentzian charge jqphysj, the
physical mass Mphys, the physical angular momentum jJphysj, and the Euclidean action S with the
corresponding quantum numbers (n1; n2)min . Right table: maximal values of jqphysj :=
p
p2e=(1 +
a2), Mphys, jJphysj, S with the corresponding quantum numbers (n1; n2)max . All values scaled to
 = 1; compare appendix D.
only on p2e, the second one only on p
2
e and a, and so forth. An example is provided in
appendix A.
Our Mathematica calculations show the following: let
nmax = 50 : (5.8)
Then:
1. There exist no solutions with (n1; n2) 2 NN with 1  n2 < n1  nmax and p2e  0.
In particular there are no vacuum solutions with the properties set forth above.
2. For every pair (n1; n2) 2 N  N with 1  n2 < n1  nmax there exists exactly one
solution satisfying our constraints.
3. The physical parameters (see appendix B) of the Lorentzian partner solutions are all
bounded, cf. table 1. In particular the physical mass of the Lorentzian partners is
strictly positive, bounded away from zero, and bounded from above.
It should be emphasised that the existence of the solutions of the system as above
is a rigorous result, derived by exact computer algebra. While numerics is used to check
whether the joint zeros of the Grobner basis satisfy the desired inequalities, this is again a
rigorous statement, as the numerical errors introduced when checking the inequalities are
well below the gaps occurring in the inequalities.
We expect that the threshold (5.8) is irrelevant, and indeed we have randomly sampled
many further values of (n1; n2), including e.g.
(n2; n1) 2 f(1; 10000); (20; 1000); (200; 1000); (1000; 10000)g ;
with the same result. Plots displaying various correlations between parameters are shown
in gure 2. The plots show that the resulting parameters (a;M; p2e) are bounded, and
that the values of the parameters approach ane correlations as both n1 and n2 tend to
innity. This is explained in section 6 below, where exact bounds and the asymptotically
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Figure 2. Correlations between a and p2e (upper left plot), jqphysj and Mphys (upper right), jqphysj
and jJphysj (lower left), and r1 vs. r2 (lower right plot). The blue dots correspond to about 2000
solutions which are obtained by taking all values of 1  n2 < n1  50 and a sample of values in
the range 1  n2 < n1  1000. The red dots are obtained by letting n1 ! 1 (cf. section 6), with
1  n2  9900. The black dot is the limit n1 !1, n2 !1 (cf. section 6).
6 The limit n1 !1
An interesting case arises when we require r = a to be a double zero of r. While in this
case the geometry is not compact anymore, the resulting manifold provides a description of
the geometry which is approached when n1 tends to innity with n2 kept xed. The values
of the parameters (a;m; p2e) which arise in this case correspond to the limiting curves
which arise in the plots showing the correlations between the parameters.
In order to study the system (5.3){(5.7) for large n1, we rewrite (5.7) in the form
(r21   a2)  (r22   a2)
n2
n1
= 0 : (6.1)
Passing to the limit n1 !1 with n2 xed one is led to
0 = r21   a2 = 0r(r1) = r(r1) = r(r2) =  0r(r2)n2   2a : (6.2)
In particular r1 = a. Scaling the metric by a constant so that  = 3, and using r1 = a in
eq. (5.5) we obtain M = a(1 a2). Injecting in (5.3) gives p2e = 2a2(a2  1). Summarising
r1 = a ; M = a(1  a2) ; p2e = 2a2(1  a2) : (6.3)
The parameter a can then be determined using
r(r2) = 0 = 
0
























8n2 + 1 + 4
 p8n2 + 1 + 1















; jJphysj = a
2(1  a2)
(1 + a2)2





Here Mphys = M=(1 + a
2)2 is the physical mass of the Lorentzian partner solution (com-
pare [3, 9]), jJphysj = aM=(1 + a2) is the Komar angular momentum of the Lorentzian
partner solution, and jqphysj :=
q
p2e=(1 + a
2) is the total magnetic Maxwell charge of
the Lorentzian solution with e = 0 (compare [19]).
We have
00r jr=a = 2  10a2 ;
so that r is positive for 0 < a < r2, with a simple zero at r = r2, if and only if




Inspection of (2.3) shows that the metric g is complete, with a smooth axis of rotation
at the other zero r = r2 of r when n2 2 Z. The set r = a is innitely far away, with
the region r ! a displaying an interesting geometry: while the circles of constant t, r and
 62 f0; g shrink to zero as r tends to a, the metric on the spheres of constant ' and r is
stretched along the meridians and approaches a smooth Riemannian metric on a cylinder
obtained by removing the north and south pole from S2.
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8n2 + 1 + 34
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8n2 + 1 + 1 
4n2
  15n2 +p8n2 + 1  6+p8n2 + 1  32

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  15p8n2 + 1 + 17





































 0:471 : (6.17)
Perhaps surprisingly, the total volume of the solutions (directly related to the gravitational
contribution SG to the action, see (B.5) below) turns out to be nite. To determine it we








a2   1+ 2r2  1  r22











































|Jphys|, Mphys, a, |qphys|






|Jphys|, Mphys, a, |qphys|
Figure 3. Plots of jJphysj (lowest curve), Mphys (next to lowest on the left plot), a (next to
highest curve), and jqphysj (highest curve) as functions of a continuous variable n2 2 [0; 10] (left
plot) and n2 2 [0; 1000] (right plot). The dots correspond to the values obtained for the solutions


































 13:16 : (6.19)
Plots showing monotonicity of some of the functions above, at least for n2 large enough,
can be found in gure 3. A plot of SG as a function of n2 can be found in gure 4.











2+14  56:409, at which
point it equals 1=4. Closer inspection, taking into account that we are only interested in
integer values of n2, gives
0:20361015 Mphysjn2=1 Mphys Mphysjn2=56  0:24999998 ; (6.20)
with the bounds being optimal.
All quantities have an asymptotic expansion, as n2 tends to innity, in terms of negative
powers of
p
n2. This leads to simple relations between various quantities for n1 and n2







































































































Figure 4. Plots of the gravitational contribution SG =  V=(8), scaled to  = 3, to the
Euclidean action S as function of a continuous variable n2 2 [0; 10] (left plot) and n2 2 [0; 1000]
(right plot). The dots correspond to the values obtained for the solutions with the given values of
n2 and with n1 increasing in logarithmic steps to 10000 (left plot) and 100000 (right plot).







Figure 5. Correlation plot in the (jqphysj;Mphys) plane in the limit n1 ! 1. The red points lie
on the curve (6.25), the blue dots arise from the exact solutions (6.12) and (6.14).





















One can similarly make a second-order approximation in 1=n, by expanding the quan-
tities of interest up to o(n 1) and eliminating n from the equations. As an example, near













The exact solution and the curve resulting from the second order approximation in 1=n



































Figure 6. Plots of A+(blue line) and +(orange line) as functions of a continuous variable
n2 2 [0; 10] (left plot) and n2 2 [0; 1000] (right plot). The dots correspond to the values obtained
for the solutions with the given values of n2 and with n1 increasing in logarithmic steps to 10000
(left plot) and 100000 (right plot).
In gure 6 we plot the dependence on the continuous variable n2, in the n1 !1 limit,
of the area of the cross section of the horizon A+ and the surface gravity + in the partner
Lorentzian solutions.
In appendix D the reader will nd a translation of some of the numerical values above
to SI units.
7 Dirac strings
Similarly to [5], the existence of charged spinor elds on the Euclidean manifold leads to
further constraints on the parameters of the solution. Indeed, comparing (3.18) with (3.20)
shows that the transition from a gauge potential which is regular near the north pole
cos() = 1 and r = ri to a gauge potential which is regular near the south pole cos() =  1
and r = ri requires a gauge transformation



















Recall that ' is 2=k-periodic, with k = 1 except in the Page limit where k = 2 can
arise and which needs to be analysed separately in any case, see section F.3 below. Thus
in the remainder of this section we assume that ' is 2 periodic. The requirement of
single-valuedness of  results in the condition
2q0p
~
=: n^1 2 Z : (7.1)










(a2   r2i )



























Keeping in mind that t has period 2!, the associated transformation of the spinor eld








r21   a2| {z }
n1
  a!










2 Z : (7.3)








r21   a2| {z }
n1
  a!










2 Z : (7.4)
We conclude that we must have
n^1(n1   n2)
2
2 N ; (7.5)








= n^2 : (7.6)














 e : (7.7)
Recall that given a set (M;a; p2e), parameterised by two integers (n1; n2) with n1 < n2
and arising from a smooth compact Riemannian solution, we have so far been associating
to it a Lorentzian partner solution with the same values of M and a, with p2 = p2e and
with e = 0. However, if one adds the requirement of well-dened charges spinor elds to
the picture, instead of choosing e = 0 on the Lorentzian side one might wish to request
that (7.7) holds. This adds two further quantum numbers (n^1; n^2) to the picture. Taking
into account the inequality p2e = p




> 1 : (7.8)
Given a pair (n^1; n^2) such that (7.8) holds (note that this can always be achieved by


































In this way we are led to a discrete family of solutions parameterised by four integers
(n1; n2; n^1; n^2) subject to the constraints (7.5) and (7.8).
It holds that p2e < p
2 !(n^1=n^2)!1 p2e, e !(n^1=n^2)!1 0, and thus p2e < p2 +
e2 !(n^1=n^2)!1 p2e.
The global structure of the resulting Lorentzian partners is the same as in the case
e = 0, see gure 7.
A A typical solution
We rescale the metric so that  = 1. We choose n1 = 10, n2 = 9. With this choice the
system (5.3){(5.7) takes the explicit form
 a2 + p2e   2Mr1 + r21 + a2r21   r41 = 0 ;
 2a+ 2a3   20M + 20r1 + 20a2r1   40r31 = 0 ;
 2a+ 2a3 + 18M   18r2   18a2r2 + 36r32 = 0 ;
10(r21   a2)  9(r22   a2) = 0 ; (A.1)
as well as an equation for r2 identical to the rst equation above. The Buchberger algorithm





2   2530102285619187840000(p2eff)3 + 6902836371659336516100(p2eff)4













































eff)r2 = 0 ;
(A.2)
together with an identical equation for r1.
The structure of the equations is typical in the following sense: since Mathematica

















procedure is to provide the values of n1 and n2 and then seek the basis. All the resulting
polynomials that we have inspected have then a structure identical to the one above.
It can be seen that solving the system (A.2) in the manner described above requires
only solving polynomial equations in a single variable of at most forth order, and so explicit
analytic expressions can be given. However, the expressions obtained, especially for r1 and
r2, become very unwieldy. Therefore, instead of the full analytic expressions, we give only
the rst ve nontrivial digits after the decimal point of the parameters for the solution
of (A.1) that fullls the constraints:
r1 = 0:48613 ; r2 = 0:51203 ; M = 0:25211 ; a = 0:060481 ; p
2
e = 0:067439 : (A.3)
B Physical quantities
B.1 Euclidean case








Since @' and @t are Killing elds and
(t; r; ; ') 2 [0; 2

) [r1; r2) [0; ) [0; 2) ;













































  a2(r2   r1) : (B.3)
The action of the Einstein-Maxwell system is given by
S =   1
16
Z












g d4x| {z }
:=SEM
: (B.4)
Let SG be the gravitational action, we have




























A Mathematica calculation gives
F 2 := ggFF =
(e  p)2
(a cos() + r)4
+
(e+ p)2














































The minimum of the action is attained at (n1; n2) = (2; 1), and equals Smin   2:357.
Since r1 !n1!1 a and p2e !n1!1 0:32 (see (6.11)), the action is unbounded from above.
It follows from the analysis in section 6 that SG is bounded from above by  =2, so only
the Maxwell action grows without bound. Now, if r2 is close to r1, then the Maxwell
action is very small. One expects this to be true when both n1 and n2 are very large. This
suggests very strongly that the set of pairs (n1; n2), for which the Maxwell action SEM is
very small compared to the gravitational one, is unbounded. Numerics shows that this is
indeed the case for all large numbers n1 that we have looked at.
In particular solutions with very large values of n1   n2 are strongly suppressed when
path-integral arguments are invoked.
B.2 Lorentzian case
In this section we consider the Lorentzian solutions with e = 0 and with the value of a, M
and p2e arising from a smooth compact Euclidean solution with e = 0. To avoid ambiguities,
we write
Lor := (r
2 + a2)(1  r2)  2Mr + p2 + e2 and Lor := 1 + a2 : (B.9)
In all solutions that we have found the function Lor has precisely two real rst-order
zeros, with exactly one positive, denoted by r+. The associated horizon is usually referred
to as the cosmological horizon. The global structure of the Lorentzian solution is shown
in gure 7.
As already pointed-out, there is an ambiguity in the denition of total mass of the
associated Lorentzian space-time. In a Hamiltonian approach this ambiguity is related to
the choice of the Killing vector eld for which we calculate the Hamiltonian [3]. In any case,
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Figure 7. A projection diagram for the Kerr-Newman-de Sitter metrics with exactly two distinct
real rst-order zeros of r, r  < 0 < r+, from [4]. Outside of the shaded regions, which contain
the singular rings and the time-machines with boundaries at r^, the diagram represents accurately
(within the limitations of a two-dimensional projection) the global structure of the space-time.
Here r  and r+ indicate the radii of the Lorentzian horizons, not to be confused with the Euclidean
rotation axes from the body of the paper.
(The above mass of the Lorentzian solution is obtained by calculating the Hamiltonian
associated with the Killing vector eld Lor@t+3
 1a@', while the total angular momentum
is the Hamiltonian associated with @'.)









and is usually interpreted as the entropy of the cosmological horizon [7]. The surface
gravity of the horizon r = r+ associated with the Killing vector X := @t + 
@', where 








We list in table 2 the dening parameters of all solutions for  = 1;  =  1 ; n1; n2 2
f 10; 10g ; n1 > n2, fullling the constraints, as well as some associated physical quantities.
The constraints a < r1 < r2 and a
2 < 1 are clearly seen to be fullled. The physical
quantities Mphys, jJphysj, jqphysj are dened in (B.10), while S denotes the Euclidean action
of the solutions.
D SI units


































n1 n2 n1   n2 a r1 r2 M p2e Mphys jJphysj jqphysj SG S
2 1 1 0:05720 0:4147 0:5837 0:2449 0:06344 0:2433 0:01392 0:2511  2:368  2:357
3 1 2 0:09837 0:3698 0:6253 0:2398 0:06764 0:2352 0:02314 0:2576  2:377  2:335
3 2 1 0:05939 0:4494 0:5488 0:2497 0:06610 0:2480 0:01473 0:2562  2:353  2:340
4 1 3 0:1264 0:3426 0:6493 0:2366 0:07260 0:2292 0:02898 0:2652  2:380  2:291
4 2 2 0:1063 0:4159 0:5785 0:2504 0:07462 0:2449 0:02604 0:2701  2:341  2:290
4 3 1 0:05997 0:4638 0:5344 0:2510 0:06681 0:2492 0:01494 0:2576  2:349  2:336
5 1 4 0:1460 0:3247 0:6646 0:2346 0:07709 0:2249 0:03284 0:2718  2:380  2:233
5 2 3 0:1403 0:3930 0:5971 0:2518 0:08399 0:2422 0:03398 0:2842  2:326  2:211
5 3 2 0:1088 0:4370 0:5571 0:2538 0:07688 0:2479 0:02698 0:2740  2:330  2:276
5 4 1 0:06020 0:4717 0:5265 0:2515 0:06710 0:2497 0:01503 0:2581  2:347  2:334
6 1 5 0:1602 0:3120 0:6751 0:2333 0:08086 0:2217 0:03553 0:2772  2:380  2:165
6 2 4 0:1648 0:3768 0:6096 0:2533 0:09238 0:2401 0:03957 0:2959  2:312  2:110
6 3 3 0:1452 0:4173 0:5721 0:2571 0:08814 0:2466 0:03580 0:2908  2:308  2:182
6 4 2 0:1100 0:4492 0:5447 0:2552 0:07789 0:2492 0:02740 0:2758  2:325  2:270
6 5 1 0:06032 0:4767 0:5215 0:2518 0:06724 0:2499 0:01508 0:2584  2:346  2:333














0=1r ;  7! 1  a2| {z }
:==1
: (D.2)

























 a=1 ; p2e =
1

 (p2e)=1 ; (D.3)
provides a solution of this system with an arbitrary value .








 jqphysj ; (D.4)
where G is the gravitational constant, c the speed of light and 0 the electric constant.
Then the physical angular momentum in SI-units can be computed as





















2:71 at minimal charge
2:77 at maximal charge
Table 3. Some cosmological values of Mphys, in Milky Way mass units.
























 (p2e)=1 ; (D.8)
JSIphys = c aSI MSIphys : (D.9)




















 Tkg 1 ; (D.13)
where ~ = 1:054 10 34 Js and k = 1:38 10 23JK 1 are the reduced Planck's constant
and the Boltzmann constant respectively. Table 3 lists some values of Mphys in units of
the mass of Milky Way, taken to be 1012M,









 = 1:11 10 52 m 2
is the value of the cosmological constant as resulting from the Planck observations [1]
(compare [12, 17]). We moreover use G = 6:67  10 11 m3
kgs2
, c = 299  108 ms , and

















minimal physical mass /charge  / m 2  / 0
e  9:92 1070 8:94 10122
Me 2:72 10113 2:45 10165
Mp 8:06 10106 7:26 10158
Table 4. Values of  required to obtain e  as minimal physical charge and Me/ Mp as minimal
physical mass. 0 is the current estimate of the value of the cosmological constant.
Another set of amusing questions is, which values of  are required to obtain the charge
e  of an electron as minimal value for the physical charge jqphysjSI = e , or the mass of
an electron Me, or of a proton Mp, as minimal value of the physical mass:
e  = 1:60 10 19C ; Me = 9:11 10 31kg ; Mp = 1:67 10 27kg :
The results are given in table 4.
E Lorentzian partner solutions
Consider a set of parameters n1, n2, M , a, and p
2
e that solve, together with the positive
zeros of r, the system (5.3){(5.7) and fulll the constraints. For this set of parameters we
calculate the zeros of the Lorentzian partner Lor given by (B.9) of the Euclidean function
r. As already mentioned, for all (n1; n2) that we have investigated the function Lor has
only two real rst-order zeros, with exactly one positive zero r+.
E.1 Geometric units
In table 5 we list the values of r+, the surface gravity (\temperature") and the area
(\entropy") of the horizon.
E.2 SI units,  = 1:11 10 52 m 2
With the formulae given in appendix D we can calculate the interesting physical quantities
in SI-units for the measured cosmological value 0 of  from the data for  = 3. Using
the Planck mission data 
 = 0:6911 and H0 = 67:74 km=(sMpc), (see [17], p. 31, TT,
TE, EE + lowP + lensing), the cosmological constant can be calculated to be
0c
2 = 3H20 
 = 9:99 10 36s 2 ) 0 = 1:11 10 52 m 2
The reader will nd some physical quantities of interest associated with our solutions in
tables 6 and 7.
To close this section, let us assume that the above universe consists of protons, neu-
trons, and hydrogen atoms. This means that for the range of values, as given above, we have
nitems Mphys=Mproton  21079 items. On the other hand nprotons = jqphysj=e   21061


















n1 n2 n1   n2 r+ + A+
2 1 1 0:612  0:246 4:730
3 1 2 0:667  0:377 5:663
3 2 1 0:594  0:216 4:467
4 1 3 0:699  0:452 6:239
4 2 2 0:649  0:355 5:368
4 3 1 0:589  0:208 4:394
5 1 4 0:719  0:498 6:617
5 2 3 0:682  0:439 5:967
5 3 2 0:643  0:349 5:282
5 4 1 0:587  0:204 4:364
6 1 5 0:732  0:529 6:880
6 2 4 0:703  0:493 6:376
6 3 3 0:676  0:438 5:890
6 4 2 0:641  0:346 5:244
6 5 1 0:586  0:203 4:349
Table 5. The surface gravity and area for some selected solutions, with  = 3.
n1 n2 n1 n2 r+=1026m Mphys=1052kg jJphysj=1086kgm2s 1 jqphysj=1042C j+j=10 10ms 2 A+=1053m2 T=10 30K
2 1 1 1:006 5:387 1:519 4:790 1:345 1:278 0:545
3 1 2 1:097 5:207 2:524 4:914 2:062 1:530 0:836
3 2 1 0:977 5:490 1:607 4:888 1:181 1:207 0:479
4 1 3 1:149 5:074 3:162 5:060 2:470 1:686 1:001
4 2 2 1:066 5:421 2:841 5:153 1:938 1:451 0:786
4 3 1 0:969 5:517 1:631 4:914 1:136 1:188 0:461
5 1 4 1:181 4:978 3:583 5:186 2:723 1:788 1:104
5 2 3 1:120 5:362 3:708 5:422 2:401 1:613 0:974
5 3 2 1:057 5:487 2:944 5:228 1:906 1:427 0:773
5 4 1 0:966 5:528 1:640 4:924 1:117 1:179 0:453
6 1 5 1:203 4:909 3:877 5:289 2:891 1:859 1:172
6 2 4 1:156 5:316 4:318 5:645 2:696 1:723 1:093
6 3 3 1:112 5:459 3:906 5:547 2:393 1:592 0:970
6 4 2 1:053 5:517 2:990 5:261 1:893 1:417 0:768
6 5 1 0:964 5:534 1:645 4:929 1:108 1:175 0:449
Table 6. Some physical quantities in SI units for selected solutions
n1 2 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6
n2 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5
Mphys
M























The aim of this appendix is to discuss the charged solutions obtained by Page's limiting
procedure [16]. (These solutions have been already been discussed in [13], section 7.4,
equations (135){(136) from a rather dierent perspective; compare [14].) Recall that Page's
approach is the following: let r0 be a zero of r, and let  be a small parameter. We dene
new coordinates (; '; ) as
r = r0    cos() ; (F.1)







where  and ' are 2-periodic, and !0 is a constant to be determined. We choose the
parameters (M;a; p2e) so that
r = C
 
1  cos2() 2 +O(3) ; (F.4)
for a suitable constant C = C(). After taking the limit ! 0 the metric takes the form
ds2 = 3
 
r20   a2 cos2()
 (F.5)(
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An Euclidean signature will be obtained if
a2 < r20 ; a
2 < 3 ; 6r20   a2  3 > 0 : (F.7)
Note that the transformation  7!   has the eect of changing the sign of ar0, so without
loss of generality we can assume that ar0 > 0. Since a simultaneous change of sign of a
and r0 leaves the metric invariant, we can assume that
a  0 and r0 > 0 :






2 d ; (F.8)
for some constant  2 R. Standard considerations show that the metric will be smooth if
!20
 


















(3  a2)2  r20   a2 cos2()2

=0

























when p2e = 0 and when the requirement that r0 is a double zero of , which is implicit in
the construction here, is taken into account.)
When a = 0, the metric is now a product of two round metrics, with possibly dierent
curvatures, on S2  S2. From now on we only consider the case
a > 0 :






2 d : (F.12)
One checks that smoothness of the metric there is already guaranteed by (F.9){(F.10).
Eliminating d ' between (F.8) and (F.12) we nd
^d^ = d  4ar0!0 
r20   a2
2 d ; (F.13)
Keeping in mind that ,  and ^ are 2-periodic, we are led to the condition
4ar0!0 
r20   a2







6r20   a2  3
 =: jnj 2 N : (F.15)
To proceed, we prescribe n 2 Z, solve the system consisting of the equations (r0) =
0(r0) together with (F.15) for (r0; a;M), and check if the constraints are fullled.
F.1 Parametrization of r0 and a by  and e
One can provide an explicit parameterisation of solutions of the equations
r(r0; a;M; p
2
e) = 0 ; (F.16)
0r(r0; a;M) = 0 ; (F.17)






a2  2r20 + 3

: (F.18)
Using (F.18) in (F.16) and introducing  2 (0; 1) and e 2 R through the equations




























2r20  2r20 + 3

+ e = 0 : (F.19)
Solving (F.19) for r0, one is led to the condition









Eq. (F.21) and a = r0 inserted in (F.18) give
M =
 
1  22 + e(2  2)
3  2 r0 : (F.22)




(e  2)2   4 + 3
(1  2) ((e+ 6)2   6e  4 + 3) : (F.23)
This equation is invariant under the replacement (n; )! ( n; ) . Hence, from now on
we assume
n > 0 :
The constraints (F.7) then become
0 <  < 1 ; 0 < 6   (e+ 1)4 + 3(e  3)2 + 9 ; 0 < (e+ 6)2   6e  4 + 3 : (F.24)
F.1.1 Magnetic charge equal to electric charge (possibly zero)
When e = 0 the metric coincides with the Page metric, let us discuss this case for com-






3 + 62   4 ; (F.25)
and
0 <  < 1 ; 0 < 6   4   92 + 9 ; 0 < 62   4 + 3 : (F.26)
If follows easily, that if the rst inequality in (F.26) holds, the other two inequalities
hold as well. A simple analysis of (F.25) shows, that 0 <  < 1 and n 2 N imply n = 1.



































































Figure 8. The function nmin (e).




; a  0:2967p

; M  0:3056p

: (F.28)
We continue with the case e > 0.
F.1.2 e > 0
The addition of a negative charge parameter e increases the right-hand side of the second
inequality in (F.24) 8 2 (0; 1). Thus from the analysis of the uncharged case, we can
conclude that this constraint holds as well in the charged case.
The right-hand side of the third inequality in (F.24) is monotonously increasing for
 2 (0; 1). It follows that the inmum and supremum are attained at  = 0 and  = 1
respectively. From this we can conclude the following:
• The inequality e < 85 is a necessary criterion to obtain an Euclidean signature, oth-
erwise the third constraint in (F.24) is nowhere satised for  2 (0; 1).
• For 0 < e  12 (F.24) is fullled 8 2 (0; 1). A simple analysis of (F.23), considering
the third constraint of (F.24), shows that n is non-negative and attains every value
in N when  varies in (0; 1). Thus if 0 < e  1=2, then for all positive integers n
there exists  2 (0; 1) so that (F.23) and (F.24) are fullled.
• For 12 < e <
8
5 the right-hand side of the third inequality in (F.24) has a simple
zero at some value  2 (0; 1), thus the constraints (F.24) are not fullled on (0; ).
Futhermore (F.20) is required. As the third inequality in (F.24) is a quadratic in the
variable 2, it is easy to verify that this condition holds on (; 1). For the interval
(; 1) it follows from a simple analysis that the function which at xed e assigns to 
the right-hand side of (F.23) attains every value in N above some threshold nmin and
that the constraints are fullled. The zeros of the rst derivative of (F.23) lead to a
fth order polynomial. Thus the minimum value can only be determined numerically.
The result is illustrated in gure 8. From the numerical analysis it follows that n = 4























Figure 9. The function nmax (e).
F.1.3 e < 0
The addition of a negative charge increases the right-hand side of the third inequality
in (F.24) 8 2 (0; 1). Thus from the analysis of the uncharged case, we can conclude
that this constraint holds as well in the charged case. The right-hand side of the second
inequality in (F.24) is monotonously decreasing in the uncharged case for  2 (0; 1) and
attains a zero at  = 1. The addition of a negative charge increases the rate of decreasing.
From this it follows that there exists a zero of (F.15) located at  2 (0; 1). Thus the
constraints are fullled, for a given negative charge parameter, if and only if  2 (0; ).
The numerator of the n-function (F.15) has no zeros on (0; ), which follows from
the second constraint in (F.7). Thus it suces to determine if, for a given parameter e,
the maximum nmax (e) of the function of  dened by the right-hand side of (F.23), for
 2 (0; ), is greater than or equal to one. This analysis can be carried out numerically.
The result is illustrated in the plot 9. From the numerical analysis we conclude, that
e '  0:5 is a necessary criterion for the existence of a solution, and that n = 1 is the only
possibility when e  0.
F.2 The Maxwell elds in the Page limit
In this section we analyse the regularity of the one-form (2.6) after passage to the limit
 ! 0. The coordinate transformations (F.1){(F.3) yield the following form for the p-













d   (r2   a2)d '

: (F.29)






























Near  = 0 we use the 2-periodic coordinate , as introduced in analysis of the regularity



























As in section 3.3, the last term is not smooth but the resulting Maxwell eld is. We also











is smooth for  <  and  < , while
A(p)   p







is smooth for  <  and  > 0.












is smooth for  > 0 and  < , while
A(p)   p








is smooth for  > 0 and  > 0.
The coordinate transformations (F.1){(F.3) yield the following form for the e-











r20   a2 cos2()
r20   a2


























The closed part has no limit as  goes to zero but can be discarded without aecting the
Maxwell eld. Keeping the same symbol A(e) for the four-potential obtained after removing



































Near  = 0 we use the 2-periodic coordinate , as introduced in the analysis of the























Similarly to (3.17) the non-manifestly-smooth part can be rewritten as:
e !0























(cos()  1) d| {z }








2 d| {z }
closed
; (F.35)










is smooth for  < .










is smooth for  > 0.
F.3 Dirac strings













































































Recall that ' and  are 2 periodic, and that we have (see (F.14))
4j!0jar0 
r20   a2
2 = n 2 N : (F.42)
Repeating the usual arguments as in section 7, the requirement of well dened charged












2 = n^2 ; (F.43)





2 = nn^12 2 Z : (F.44)
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